UNLOCKING OFFICE STAIRWELLS
A Resource for Property Owners, Building Managers, and Tenants
Obesity in America has reached crisis proportions: about a third of adults nationwide are obese,¹ and many find it a challenge to get recommended amounts of physical activity each day.² As people look for ways to incorporate exercise into their daily routines, office workers are starting to focus on that simple staple of urban life: the stairwell.

Research shows that using the stairs regularly can help reduce an individual’s risk of heart disease, stroke, and osteoporosis³ – and according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, taking the stairs burns almost five times more calories than riding an elevator.⁴ Companies are beginning to promote the idea as an easy way to help improve employee health, reduce absenteeism, and even save money.⁵ Increased stairwell use also means fewer elevator trips, which conserves energy and reduces wear and tear on elevators while also scaling back the risk of elevator-related injuries. Meanwhile, encouraging regular use of the stairwells can help in a fire or other disaster, as employees become more familiar with emergency exits and stairwells become better maintained.

This fact sheet explores some of the risks and benefits associated with unlocking stairwells for physical activity. For a more in-depth legal analysis, see www.phlpnet.org.
WHY OPEN THE STAIRWELLS?

Healthier Employees. Consistent use of stairwells increases regular physical activity, which helps reduce a number of common but serious health problems, including obesity, high blood pressure, heart disease, stroke, and osteoporosis. Healthy employees miss fewer days of work and ultimately save employers money.

Fewer Elevator-Related Injuries. As more people use the stairs, fewer people use the elevator, reducing the number of elevator-related injuries and corresponding liability.

Fewer Disaster-Related Injuries. Employees who are familiar with stairwells and emergency exits may be likely to suffer injury or death in case of fire or other emergencies. Better stairwell access can also assist rescue efforts and limit injuries to first responders.

Lower Costs. To the extent that increased use of stairwells reduces the number of elevator trips, demand for electricity eases, along with elevator wear and tear.

Improved Stairwell Maintenance. With stairwells open for regular use, those taking the stairs can help spot burnt-out light bulbs, debris, loose railings, and other potential problems.

Despite the many benefits of opening stairwells for physical activity, sometimes fear of liability leads people to keep them locked for regular use. But keep in mind:

- Stairwells are unlikely to pose any greater risk of liability than other common areas in a building.
- Granting access to stairwells does not lead to increased liability in cases involving fires, disasters, or medical emergencies, and in some cases it may even reduce exposure to liability.
- Federal and state immunity laws may shield public entities from liability in case of injury.
- Employers are typically protected from liability arising out of injuries to their employees due to workers’ compensation laws.
- Making small investments in infrastructure can have a great impact on reducing exposure to liability.
WHERE’S THE RISK?

Stairwell injuries can occur, but property owners, building managers, and tenants can minimize their risk and potentially avoid liability altogether.

- **Accidental injuries** typically involve a hazardous condition (such as inadequate lighting or debris) or a design defect (such as faulty hand railings). To limit liability, those overseeing a building should adhere to standard building codes and regulations, regularly maintain stairwells, fix any problems promptly, and ensure that stairwells are reasonably well lit – which they should be doing anyway in case of an emergency.\(^{17}\)

- **Injuries arising from criminal acts** are uncommon in office building settings, and taking small precautions can significantly reduce exposure to liability. If a building is located in a high-crime area, for instance, security measures could include having a guard monitor exterior entrances, keeping doors to the outside locked, or limiting access to and from stairwells to those who have been issued keys, I.D. cards, or security codes.\(^{18}\)

- **Injuries arising from disasters or medical emergencies** don’t generally expose property owners or managers to additional liability. Owners are already required to maintain their properties in a reasonably safe condition in case of a fire or other disaster. Some also may worry about getting sued in the event that someone suffers a heart attack while taking the stairs, but people take that risk when they decide to use the stairs, and liability would only become an issue if there was some underlying problem like a faulty railing that the owner or manager failed to fix. Also, mere encouragement to use the stairs is unlikely to pose any additional risk of liability.

HOW DOES LIABILITY WORK?

As a general rule, the law requires that anyone in charge of property (see “Who’s Responsible?”) take “reasonable” precautions to keep it safe.\(^{19}\) If someone is injured on the property, those responsible could be held liable, but only if the injured person can show all four of the following factors:

1. The responsible party owed a duty to exercise reasonable or ordinary care to the injured person;
2. The responsible party failed to exercise such care (i.e. acted carelessly);
3. The failure caused an injury that was reasonably foreseeable; and
4. The injured person incurred damages (i.e. a loss) as a result of the injury.
WHO’S RESPONSIBLE?

The risk is low, but in case of injury in an office building stairwell, who might ultimately be held responsible?

• **Onsite Owners.** Generally, whoever occupies the premises is expected to maintain the property in a “reasonably” safe condition. Under most circumstances, this duty cannot be transferred to a tenant or other onsite party.

• **Offsite Owners.** Unlike onsite owners, the duties of an offsite property owner are typically governed by the terms of the rental lease. A commercial property owner who does not occupy space within the building could be held responsible in the event of an injury, but only if the terms of the lease explicitly said so.

• **Tenants.** Like offsite owners, the duties of a tenant are often governed by the terms of the rental lease. If the lease provides that the offsite owner or another entity is responsible for the building’s common areas and stairwells, the tenant may not be responsible, unless the tenant knew or had reason to know of a hazard (e.g., a loose handrail) and failed to take any action to remedy it.

WHAT ABOUT EMPLOYERS?

For employees who are injured on the job, state workers’ compensation laws are generally the only remedy against an employer. Thus, even though employees can be compensated for injuries through workers’ compensation, employees injured in a stairwell at work cannot, as a general rule, successfully sue their employer for damages even if the employer was somehow negligent.

AND WHAT ABOUT PUBLIC AGENCIES?

Federal, state, and local governments enjoy various forms of immunity depending on the context. The basic purpose of governmental immunity is to protect governments and their employees from liability arising out of government operations. When considering opening up stairwells for regular use, government agencies should keep in mind that immunity may offer protection from certain claims that could arise from a stairwell-related injury.
CONCLUSION

When opening stairwells to create opportunities for physical activity, it is important to consider the benefits as well as the risks. As long as those in charge of the property take reasonable, commonsense precautions (which they need to take for common use areas generally), they should not face any greater liability in opening stairwells for regular use. In fact, they may even lower their liability risks, and everyone involved – employers, property owners, building managers, and tenants alike – are likely to see significant health and economic gains.
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The Kaiser Permanente “stairway to health” program is designed to increase stairwell usage as an alternative to elevators by positive messaging and making the stairwells more attractive. Tracking data shows that during a promotion period, downstairs usage can double and upstairs usage can increase by up to 20% (see also Kaiser Permanente “10,000 Steps Program,” http://kp.10k-steps.com; last visited March 29, 2012) (encouraging walking); Hawkins C, O’Garro M, and Wimsett K. “Engaging employers to develop healthy workplaces: the WorkWell initiative of Steps to a Healthier Washington in Thurston County.” Prev. Chronic Dis., 6(2): 2009. Available at: www.cdc.gov/pcd/issues/2009/apr_08_0209.htm.
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